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ecently, I’ve been designing game experiences for 

mobile devices. I was asked by another client what 

game concepts they should consider with their 

non- game offerings. This was my answer: 

1. Understand your 
engagement competition 

I’m sure you understand your direct competitors. I want 

to talk about a different kind of competition for the time 

and eyeballs of your users on their mobile devices. With 

a smaller screen device that supports one window or 

app view at a time, you are competing with a lot of 

other apps for their precious time. Why should they 

spend time on your application when they have more 

fun things to do while they are on the move? 

2. Slick look and feel 

Games are engaging in how they look and how they 

respond to interaction. They use great colors, and the 

color schemes work in different lighting. Is it dark out? 

No problem. Are you outside in bright sunlight? You can 

still see it, and feel drawn in and comfortable based on 

the color scheme and UI elements they have chosen. 

3. Excellent Usability 

A lot of people get turned off of an app experience if 

they feel confused. Game companies study user 

behavior to a deep level to combat this. They often go 

far beyond what I was taught to do in UX. Furthermore, 

they try to maximize any spare time users might have. 

Many games can be used with one hand, which frees up 

more time that can be spent in the app instead of doing 

something else. Help is often provided within context, 

right when you need it. They also provide immediate 

feedback on user inputs to reduce uncertainty, and to 

keep people engaged. User interaction in games is 

simple, with small surprises designed in to make them 

more interesting. 

4. Smooth financial 
transactions 

Free to play games sometimes make it almost too easy 

for people to spend money in games. On the flip side, 

many non-game apps are awkward and painful when 

they try to drive people towards premium purchases. 

Game designers understand purchasing psychology, and 

they make that transition from desire These are four 

simple principles from games that we need to take into 

account in our applications to help them be more 

engaging. You don’t have to make your application look 

and feel like a game, but you can learn from game 

designers on how to do better and build on your current 

designs.  
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